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Stocks

Indicator Direction

Down / In Correction

The stock market reacted favorably to this morning’s job report.  The Dow rose 165 points to close at

15,794.

Tuesday’s upday could potentially signal the start of a new uptrend.  But we won’t take action until we see a

follow-through day, which is an upday on higher volume that occurs usually on the 4th to 7th day after the

first upday.  However, today’s volume was mixed, so the rally does not qualify for a follow-through day.  The

stock market remains in correction mode.

A follow-through day is a highly reliable way to get back into the market near a bottom.  It does not always

work, but almost all major bull markets have started with a follow-through day.

A second key is that once the follow-through day occurs, leading stocks begin to break out of bases and

established chart patterns.  If this happens, it greatly increases the chances of the rally being sustainable.

No one know when this could happen, so as of now we stay on the sidelines.

This week, according to Citi Research, investors pulled a record amount of money out of stock funds ($28.3

billion) and moved a record amount into bond funds ($14.8 billion).  Sometimes moves like this signal a

change in the market, for when most investors are moving one way, the other direction is the one to take. 

But for now, we are not seeing extremes in behavior, so we won’t rely on contrarian sentiment yet.

The environment for stocks has remains negative.  Stock market corrections are a necessary part of stock

market investing.   At times, market participants get overly optimistic (which has been the case over the last

year or so).  Corrections serve to temper the extreme optimism and bullishness and bring some rationality

back to the stock market.

We are still not seeing that the big funds and institutional buyers are entering the market.  Without them

participating in a meaningful way, any rally is suspect.  We will continue with our red stop sign until the

situation improves.  At this point, buying stocks is considered risky and the chances of losing money are
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high. Stand aside until the picture improves.

New purchases: No new stock purchases now.

Growth stocks: Take profits on up to 50% of your remaining non-core stock holdings here.  Make sure to

have stop-loss orders no more than 8% below your purchase price.

Core holdings: These are your dividend paying stocks that you are compounding. Hold, but do not add to

holdings now.

Bonds

Indicator Direction

Down

As mentioned in the Stocks update, this week investors pulled a record amount of money out of stock funds

($28.3 billion) and moved a record amount into bond funds ($14.8 billion).

Investors frequently move from stocks to bonds in times of market unrest.  The current stock market

correction has seen funds move from stocks to bonds in a big way this year.

Bonds, also called fixed-income investments, have been the best performers in 2014.  In January, bonds

had their strongest gains in nearly a year and a half.

The main issue for investors to consider is that bond yields are currently very low.  The 10 year note is

currently yielding 2.70%.  That is very little return for a 10 year investment.

The risk is to the downside with bonds in the long-term, as interest rates should start moving up as the Fed

continues it tapering process discussed a few days ago.

Hold off on all bond purchases at this point, with the exception of select muni bonds and muni bond funds.

Real Estate

Indicator Direction

Prices rising in most

parts of the country
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Mortgage rates fell slightly for the week ending February 7th, with 30 year fixed loans being offered at an

average of 4.23%.  Rates have fallen for the past 5 weeks.

Despite rates falling, new home buyers are finding it difficult to purchase a brand new home.  The median

price of a new home at the end of last year was $270,000, while an existing home median price was

$198,000.  New homes are generally more expensive, though they include desirable features such as more

modern living layouts, better energy efficiency, and less repairs as they are newly built.

A plus is that new homes have less competition from all cash buyers, who recently accounted for more than

32% of existing home purchases.

Investors should be looking to buy real estate now.  Locking in a 30 year loan near 4.25% could save you

hundreds of dollars a month in interest from your current loan.

Run your credit report from at least one credit bureau and begin today to improve it!  A high FICO score will

result in a lower interest rate which will save you thousands of dollars in interest.

If you already own a home, look to do a refi and lock in these low rates for 30 years.  But be sure to run the

numbers to make sure a refi will be worth it after factoring in points, fees, and other costs.

Tax Liens

Indicator Direction

Continue to purchase.

Be sure to check our Tax Lien Auction Calendar located in the Sidebar at the right.

Realauction.com conducts tax lien sales on behalf of certain counties in Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Illinois,

Maryland, Nebraska, and New Jersey.

Learn more about them at this link:

www.realauction.com

Gold & Silver

Indicator Direction

A bottom looks likely here but not confirmed

http://www.realauction.com/county-tax-lien/
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Gold and silver had quiet days again today, with gold closing up $9.30 to $1,267.10 and silver up 5 cents to

close at $20.00.

Nothing much has changed for the precious metals in the last few days.  They are still trying to establish a

bottom here, so our indicator is a cautious yellow.  Gold is still in the area of testing its 50 day moving

average (DMA), a major support point.  A break below the 50 DMA will likely mean a test of the W bottom

from December (see chart below).  We will await further price movement to determine if a bottom has been

made or not.  A close for gold above $1,285 should denote a bottom
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